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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to provide logical foundations for knowledge-based
recommender systems, for which, unlike other problem solving tasks, a com-
prehensive formalization is not yet available. This goal is justified by the need
to compare recommenders based on the way they use knowledge to generate
recommendations and, consequently, on the underlying semantics of the recom-
mendation process itself. Moreover, since the here adopted logical formalization
has been borrowed from other tasks such as diagnosis, many interesting results
and opportunities can be transposed from such tasks to recommendation.
While we do not aim at proposing a new recommendation generation tech-
nique, we believe that our formalization will be the basis for unifying different
approaches to knowledge-based recommendation, revealing their semantics and
offering a conceptual framework to compare them. In fact, the framework covers
different variations of knowledge-based recommendation, such as context-aware,
constraints-based, package and group recommendation, as well as recommenda-
tion based on negative preferences.
Keywords: Recommender Systems, Logical Foundations, Formal framework
covering various approaches.
1. Introduction
Recommendation is a prominent area of research within artificial intelligence:
by aiming at predicting items which users may like or deem useful, recommender
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systems serve the double goal of supporting users’ decision making process and
helping businesses increase their revenues, by implementing strategies such as
cross-selling [2] and long tail marketing [9]. Given these premises, it is not sur-
prising that recommender systems have been applied to domains as diverse as
books, movies, travel accommodations, restaurants, jobs and people to follow in
social networks, with a great variety of approaches proposed in the last decades.
With so many options to choose from, being able to compare and assess different
recommenders is a crucial task for system designers. Traditionally, recommen-
dation algorithms have often been evaluated based either on prediction-based
metrics such as the MAE, MSE or RMSE, whose aim is to estimate how good a
recommender is at guessing user ratings on proposed items, or on information
retrieval-related metrics, such as precision, recall or accuracy, which measure
the system ability to distinguish between relevant and non-relevant items [46].
Embracing a more user-centric perspective, alternative metrics such as novelty,
serendipity or diversity have been proposed to capture the system ability to
actually satisfy user needs [46].
In contrast, the possibility of comparing recommenders based on the way they
use knowledge to generate recommendations has attracted less attention in the
literature. Such an approach, however, would provide system designers with
the opportunity of choosing among different recommendation generation strate-
gies or alternative recommendations based on their underlying semantics and,
therefore, on their suitability for the specific recommendation problem they are
trying to solve.
Unlike other popular problem-solving tasks such as diagnosis, configuration or
planning, limited efforts have been devoted to providing a comprehensive formal-
ization and knowledge-level analysis of recommendation up to now. Analysing
and formalizing a problem solving task at knowledge level (following Newell’s
terminology [36]), i.e., abstracting from details and aspects concerning other
levels, can provide very interesting insights on the task itself and allows the cre-
ation of frameworks for analysing the conceptual differences between alternative
approaches.
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Let’s take the case of diagnosis. Research on logical foundations for this
task started in the late ’80s and resulted in a number of theories of diagnosis
(see the collection of papers in [27]). Logical characterizations provided for-
mal semantics to the notion of solution to a diagnostic problem. They allowed
to analyse and compare different approaches, not necessarily implemented in
logical terms, at conceptual and knowledge level, abstracting from details and
aspects concerning other levels. Several properties of diagnostic problem solving
could be studied, including aspects concerning the correctness and completeness
of problem solvers, their complexity as well as methods for the efficient imple-
mentation of problem solvers. Thus, logical characterizations started multiple
threads of research in different directions to cope with a number of dimensions
beyond the purely logical bases (such as time, uncertainty, dynamicity ...).
The goal of this paper is to plant the seeds to start the same threads in the
area of recommendation, providing a comprehensive formalization of this task.
To this aim, we focus on knowledge-based recommender systems, a specific
line of research where the recommendation results from problem solving on an
explicit knowledge base which relates user features and preferences to categories
and/or items to be recommended. Systems which do not rely on a knowledge
base, such as collaborative filtering recommenders, are left out of the scope of our
framework not because we believe they are less effective or valuable, but merely
for the sake of simplicity, in that they resort to different types of semantics.
In particular, in this paper we show that the same framework we proposed
in the past to provide a unified logical theory of diagnosis can be adopted
also in the case of knowledge-based recommendation. Thus, we do not aim
at introducing yet another approach to recommendation based on logic, but
rather we aim at using logic to provide unifying foundations for knowledge
based recommendation, covering a variety of approaches in the literature. In
particular, we will extend and adapt to recommendation a number of interesting
results and opportunities:
• First of all, we provide a formalization for the concept of “knowledge-based
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recommendation problem”, considering its main ingredients (Section 3).
• We then define the notion of solution to a recommendation problem, show-
ing that it cannot be defined uniquely and singling out a spectrum of
definitions (Section 4).
• We show that such a spectrum of definitions can be the basis for comparing
alternative approaches at the knowledge level and discuss criteria to select
among them, relating different definitions to the form of recommendation
which is required and to the characteristics of the available knowledge
base and data. We also discuss how to deal with incomplete and imprecise
knowledge bases (Section 4.1).
• We characterize recommendation as a process which progressively refines
a set of candidate solutions, suggesting, at each step, the best data to be
gathered in order to discriminate among them (Section 5). According to
this view, we define criteria for ranking alternative solutions.
• We then show how various forms of recommendation (negative preferences-
based, context-aware, constraints-based, package and group recommenda-
tion) can be characterized as special cases in our framework (Section 6).
• Finally, in the conclusion we suggest that the problem solvers developed
in the diagnostic community can be adopted also for knowledge-based
recommendation, thus supporting a number of steps beyond the logical
foundations discussed in the paper (Section 6).
2. Background
Recommender systems emerged in the Nineties as information search and
filtering tools aimed at supporting users in finding items they might like, be
interested in or otherwise deem useful [6].
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2.1. Prediction techniques
Broadly speaking, all recommender systems use some kind of knowledge to
predict whether a certain item is suitable for a certain target. Following Burke
[6], we can mention four main prediction techniques: content-based (CB), col-
laborative filtering (CF), social, knowledge-based (KB), and hybrid recommender
systems.
Content-based recommendation can be seen as a machine learning classifica-
tion task, where the recommender identifies potentially interesting items based
on their similarity to items the target users “liked” in the past [39]. In collabora-
tive filtering approaches [44], evaluation predictions are computed based either
on the ratings provided by users with a similar behaviour with respect to the
target, or on the ratings of items that are characterized by a similar pattern of
evaluations. Social or community-based recommender systems take into account
the ratings of friends instead of those of unknown users [47].
In this paper we focus on knowledge-based recommender systems which ex-
plicitly represent requirements on candidate items. Knowledge bases are used
to encode information on items and users, as well as on relationships between
item and user features (domain model). Relationships can refer, for example,
to compatibility constraints among user interests and items, and among items
themselves. Knowledge-based recommendation significantly emphasizes the role
of the domain model. Various approaches have been used to represent this type
of knowledge, ranging from rules (mapping items to be recommended to user fea-
tures and preferences) to stereotypes or overlay models (associating properties
of users to items to be recommended), ontologies (describing the domain and
possibly associated with stereotypes or overlay models), dependency (causal)
networks, . . . If compared with the other approaches, knowledge-based recom-
mender systems certainly imply higher costs for knowledge acquisition [4]. On
the other hand, however, they do not require to handle historical data (such as
ratings or buying behaviour) neither about the target nor about other users.
Hybrid recommender systems combine features from different recommenda-
tion techniques to overcome their respective limitations and improve overall
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performance. For example, a knowledge-based approach could complement a
collaborative filtering algorithm [6] in order to mitigate the so-called “cold start”
problem, namely the fact that the system is unable to generate recommenda-
tions for new users and new items.
2.2. Families of recommender systems
In the following subsections, we will briefly outline several families of recom-
mender systems, which can use any of the aforementioned techniques.
2.2.1. Context-aware recommenders
Context-aware recommenders [1] provide recommendations that depend on
both user preferences and contextual information. Context has been variously
defined in the literature. Schilit et al. [45] defined context as location, nearby
people and things, and changes which happen to them. Brown et al. [5] consid-
ered location, nearby people, time, season, and temperature. Dey [18] defined
context as “any information that can be used to characterize the situation of
an entity”. Adomavicius et al. [1] identified temporal context, physical context,
social context, interaction media context (the device in use), and modal con-
text (which represents the current state of mind of the user, the user’s goals,
mood, experience, and cognitive capabilities). Here, we define as context all the
external conditions surrounding the target users.
2.2.2. Contraint-based recommenders
Constraint-based recommenders [21] are a special class of knowledge-based
ones. They use constraints as a powerful formalism to represent compatibil-
ities/incompatibilities and/or relations among user features, context features
and recommendation items. Users explicitly specify their preferences in terms
of item properties and these are internally represented as rules.
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2.2.3. Negative-preferences based recommendations
While most recommenders rely on information on what users like, some sys-
tems also take into account information on what users do not like or, even more
strongly, dislike. Negative preferences can be used to warn users against items
to avoid [50] or, similarly to constraints, to filter candidate recommendations
[29].
2.2.4. Package recommendations
With package recommendations, each suggestion consists in a set of items
which are expected to be consumed “together” [3]. Examples of packages are
playlists of songs or movies, travel plans or sets of points of interest which can
be visited as part of a single trip, bundles of products which can be bought
together, as well as teams of players or co-workers or a single item, such as
a restaurant, accompanied by a group of people with whom that item can be
enjoyed [30]. Sequence recommendations (see, e.g., [42]) extend the package
concept by including temporal constraints on item consumption.
2.2.5. Group recommendations
Starting from the assumption that several items, such as restaurants or
movies, are likely to be used by groups as often as by individuals, group rec-
ommenders face the problem of aggregating information about single users to
adapt to a group as a whole. Different strategies can be adopted (see [33] for
a review): for example, systems which prioritize the maximization of average
satisfaction can calculate some sort of average of the individual predicted rat-
ings/preferences; systems which aim at minimizing misery, i.e., avoiding that
any member is very dissatisfied, can recommend items only if the lowest individ-
ual rating is higher than a certain threshold; systems which aim at maximizing
pleasure can select items based on their highest individual rating or on the mere
number of preferences they accumulated (plurality voting). More advanced ap-
proaches try to take into account social aspects such as disagreement/consensus
among group members, differences in user personalities (e.g., cooperative vs.
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assertive) and social connections (see, e.g., [43]).
3. Characterization of recommendation problems
This section introduces a logical characterization of a knowledge-based rec-
ommendation problem.
The knowledge base of a recommender consists of three main ingredients:
• A vocabulary of features concerning the user;
• A vocabulary of features concerning the context;
• A vocabulary of features concerning the items to be recommended.
Moreover, it includes relations among these features1, which will be represented
as logical formulae according to the pattern:
features of the item to be recommended and of the context
→ features of the user
specifying that an item to be recommended is suitable, in a given context, for
some features concerning user preferences. This is, in fact, a convenient way to
express the aforementioned relations in logic.
For example, the fact that a pizza restaurant is a suitable recommenda-
tion for people who are interested in Italian food for dinner can be represented
through the formula:
restaurant(pizza) AND time(dinner) → interest(italian food)
Definition 1. A recommendation problem RP is a pair
RP = 〈DM , OBS〉,
1Notice that, in this paper, we abstract from the source of such a knowledge base, which
could either be provided by an expert or be learnt from examples. In fact, the here presented
formalization is independent from this aspect.
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where:
• DM is a set of logical formulae, involving the following set of predicates:
– F is a set of predicates representing user features and preferences,
– R is a set of predicates representing items among which the one(s)
to be recommended have to be chosen,
– C is a set of predicates representing contextual features,
• OBS = 〈UF , CXT 〉 is a set of ground atoms denoting the specific case
to be solved and
– UF represents features and preferences of a specific user
– CXT represents a specific contextual situation
As a running example, we take inspiration from a recommender system we
designed in the past, iCity [8], which suggests activities to carry out in the city
of Turin. For the sake of simplicity, we will focus only on restaurant recommen-
dations.
F = { dietary requirements(X)−where X can assume the values :
vegetarian, vegan, no dairy, coeliac, ...,
no dietary requirements
food preferences(X)− where X can assume the values :
traditional, ethnic, fast food, ...
spending style(X)− where X can assume the values :
low,medium, high
personal style(X)− where X can assume the values :
formal, informal
food aversions(X)− where X can be any type of food or food category
ambient aversion(X)− where X can assume the values :




R = { restaurant A, restaurant B, restaurant C }
C = { occasion(X)−where X can assume the values :
business, romantic, party, ...
company(X)− where X can assume the values :
alone, small group, large group
meal(X)− where X can assume the values :
lunch, dinner, breakfast
time availability(X)− where X can assume the values :
in a hurry, no time constraints
}
DM = { food(Japanese)→ food preference(ethnic)
style(informal)→ personal style(informal)
food(pizza)→ food preference(traditional)
price(high)→ spending style(high spending),
style(romantic) AND occasion(romantic)→ ambient aversion(no aversion),
food(fast food) AND time availability(no time constraints)
→ personal style(informal),
style(formal) AND meal(dinner)→ personal style(formal),
light(extreme lighting) AND meal(lunch)→ personal style(informal),
restaurant A→ food(Japanese) AND price(high) AND light(candlelit)
AND noise(silent),
restaurant B → food(pizza) AND style(informal),
restaurant C → food(fastfood) AND price(low) AND smells(extreme) }
Solving a recommendation problem consists in finding a set of recommenda-
tion items (atoms in R) which are in accordance with the set of atoms in OBS,
or, more specifically, which are in accordance with user preferences UF , given
the context CXT . Hence, we can provide a first abstract characterization of
the notion of solution to a recommendation problem.
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Definition 2. Given a recommendation problem RP = 〈DM , OBS〉, OBS =
〈UF , CXT 〉. A set S of ground instances of predicates in R is a solution to
RP if and only if DM ∪ S ∪ CXT is in accordance with UF .
Informally, we are stating that a set of items can be suggested to a user as a
recommendation if they are somehow related to their preferences, in the given
contextual situation.
Let us consider the running example above. Given the observations OBS:
• UF = {
user 1 = { dietary requirements(vegetarian), food preferences(ethnic),
spending style(high spending), personal style(informal),
food aversions(onion), ambient aversions(no ambient aversions), ...}
}
• CXT = {
CXT X = {occasion(romantic), meal(dinner), ...}
}
According to definition 2, a solution which is in accordance with the preferences
of user1 in the model is S = {restaurant A}.
4. A spectrum of logical definitions of recommendation
Definition 2 is informal about the notion of being in accordance with: in this
section we will discuss how it can be formalized. Bearing in mind the fact that
we are interested in recommending those items which, in the logical models,
are related to observed user preferences - or, in other words, account for them
- there are different ways to translate this notion into logic. At one extreme,
it could be formalised as logical entailment, requiring that the recommended
items entail the user preferences, in the given context. At the other extreme
it could be formalised as logical consistency, requiring that the items do not
predict anything which is inconsistent with user preferences.
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This alternative reminds the same debate which arose in the community of
model-based reasoning when the notion of diagnosis and, in particular, that of
explaining observations was formalised, leading to the consistency-based and
abductive theories of diagnosis [27]. Finding the diagnoses that explain the
observations may in fact be formalized as either choosing those faults that en-
tail (predict) the observations (strong notion of explanation as causation, i.e.
abduction in logic) or choosing those faults that do not entail (predict) some-
thing which is in contrast to what is observed (weak notion of explanation as
consistency).
In this section we suggest that a similar definition and similar discussions can
be applied also to the recommendation task, leading to a spectrum of definitions
of the notion of solution to the recommendation problem.
In particular, the idea is that the two notions of explanation can be put
together in a definition which covers both of them. More precisely, the set
of observations UF can be partitioned into two subsets UFA and UFC and
we assume that different notions of being in accordance with can be adopted
for the two subsets: a strong one (entailment) for the former and a weak one
(consistency) for the latter. By varying the way UF is partitioned we can move
from a definition which requires entailment for all user preferences (when all
preferences are in UFA and UFC is empty) to the the other extreme - weak
notion for all user preferences - in the opposite case. This leads to the following
parametric definition:
Definition 3. Given a recommendation problem RP = 〈DM , OBS〉, where
OBS = 〈UF , CXT 〉. Let us consider a partitioning of UF in two subsets UFA
and UFC . A set S of ground instances of predicates in R is a solution to RP
if and only if
• DM ∪ S ∪ CXT |= UFA
• DM ∪ S ∪ CXT is consistent with UFC .
The definition is parametric with respect to the partitioning of UF :
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• At one extreme there is the case where UFA=UF and UFC = ∅. This
corresponds to a strong notion of recommendation where in accordance
with means entails (Abductive recommendation).
• At the other extreme there is the case where UFC=UF and UFA = ∅.
This corresponds to a weak notion of recommendation where in accordance
with means consistent with (consistency-based recommendation).
• In between there is a lattice of alternatives where UFA ⊂ UF . In particu-
lar the lattice is defined by the subset partial order on the set UFA of the
user preferences that have to be entailed. Thus the abductive approach is
the top of the lattice and the consistency-based is the bottom.
Interestingly, the following property can be proved.
Property 1. Given a recommendation problem RP and let RP1 and RP2 be
two reformulations of RP such that UFA1 is the subset of UF to be entailed in
RP1 and UF
A
2 is the subset of UF to be entailed in RP2 and let Sol1 and Sol2
be the sets of solutions to RP1 and RP2, then we have that:
if UFA1 ⊆ UFA2 then Sol2 ⊆ Sol1
In other words, whenever some user data D are moved from UFC to UFA, the
set of solutions shrinks and those that do not entail D are removed (but no
extra solutions are added). This proves that interpreting in accordance with as
entailment leads to a stronger and more restrictive notion of recommendation
and that the spectrum is a lattice with a weak definition at the bottom and
a strong one at the top and a complete range of alternatives in between. It
is worth noting that definition 3 corresponds to the one adopted for unifying
the formalizations of model-based diagnosis; thus, all the results and techniques
developed in that field also apply to the the case of recommendation. In the
following we transpose the most significant ones to our case.
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4.1. Choosing the appropriate definition
Given a recommendation problem, one might wonder whether there are cri-
teria for choosing the most appropriate definition or it is simply a matter of
preference of the designer. The literature of model-based diagnosis showed that
the choice between abductive and consistency-based diagnosis depends mainly
on properties of the model of the system to be diagnosed [14]. Similar consid-
erations can also be applied to the case of recommendation problems.
A first relevant property is the completeness of the model. By completeness
here we mean that the model DM contains a complete set of relations among R
(the recommendations), C (contextual data) and F (the user features). In other
words, DM is a faithful representation of reality and no information (especially
no relation) which is relevant in the reality is missing.
Thesis 1. If the model DM is complete, then abduction is the best choice and
consistency produces spurious solutions. Conversely, if the model is not com-
plete, abduction is too restrictive and consistency-based should be preferred.
The underlying reason can be explained intuitively. If the set R contains
all the items r to be recommended which are related to a user preference a
and the DM contains an implication r → a for each one of such items r,
then no other item s is a suitable recommendation for a even if s is consistent
with a in the model. Thus s is a spurious solution. On the other hand, if we
cannot assume that the model is complete and, for example, a relation between
a recommendation s and a may be missing, then limiting to the relations in the
model may be too restrictive and consistency provides plausible solutions.
In other words, the more complete is the model, the stronger is the notion of
recommendation that should be used; the less complete is the model, the weaker
is the notion of recommendation that we can afford.
Let us present a simple example that explains the statement above. Consider




user 2 = {dietary requirements(no dietary requirements),
food prefereces(pizza), spending style(low spending),
personal style(informal), food aversions(fish),
ambient aversions(no ambient aversions), ...}
}
Since user 2 likes pizza (food preference(pizza)), then abduction produces
only one solution S1 = {restaurant B}, which corresponds to the only pizza
restaurant in R. In contrast, consistency-based produces also the extra solution
S2 = {restaurant C}, a fast food, which is not in contrast with any of user 2
features.
In the assumption that the model is complete, the solution S2 is spurious and
should not be provided to the user. On the other hand, if the model is not com-
plete, then abduction is too restrictive and other solutions may be missing. For
example, if a relation between food(fast food) and food preference(pizza) is
missing, then abduction erroneously excludes the solution S2 from the solution
sets while consistency-based includes it.
The completeness of the model may be partial in the sense that some parts
of the model may be complete while others may be more uncertain and may be
missing some relevant relations. In this case one should choose an intermediate
definition, which is abductive with respect to the preferences that are in the
complete part of the model.
Similar considerations apply to the completeness of data concerning a specific
problem to be solved (user preferences, contextual data).
From a different point of view, abduction corresponds to making a closed
world assumption on the model [13]. This means assuming that everything
which is not mentioned is false (or, alternatively, is not of interest for the appli-
cation being developed). In some cases this assumption is preferable to circum-
scribe the set of solutions avoiding to produce a wide open set of alternatives
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which in a sense are less useful as they may involve or consider aspects that
have not been modelled explicitly in the knowledge base.
4.2. Weak (conditional) solutions and uncertain models
An important remark concerns uncertainty in the model. Although in this
paper we do not consider quantitative approaches to uncertainty (such as prob-
abilities or fuzzy logic), logical models and our spectrum of definitions allow us
to deal with some qualitative forms of uncertainty in the model.
Firstly, the spectrum of definitions allows a designer to cope with models
which are incomplete or at least partially incomplete by choosing the appropriate
notion of recommendation (i.e. moving towards a consistency-based approach)
which takes into account if and which parts of the model (and of user data) may
be incomplete.
This can be even done incrementally. One may start from an abductive
definition and then progressively relax if the set of proposed solutions is too
limited. Relaxation can be performed by moving user preferences from the set
of those to be implied to the set of those for which only consistency is required.
Heuristics can suggest which preferences should be moved.
A further approach can be again borrowed from model-based diagnosis: Con-
sole et al. [13] show that the formulae in the model can be extended by adding
literals which represent a qualitative form of uncertainty to their premise.
Whenever the formula
r → a
representing the relation between an item to be recommended r and a user
preference a is uncertain, this can be represented by changing the formula above
into
r → ∧αa
where α is an atom representing uncertainty, i.e., the fact that the relation is not
a strong implication. This can be regarded as a qualitative form of uncertainty,
i.e., a qualitative probability that the item r is suitable for the user preference
a.
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The predicates representing uncertainty correspond to assumptions that may
be made in order to generate solutions. In other words this means that in order
to suggest r as a recommendation whenever the user has the preference a, the
assumption α has to be made, that is, a solution is:
S = {r} under the set of assumptions As = {α}
Thus, in a sense, S is a weak (or conditional) solution or, in other words, a
solution subject to an assumption or, from a different point of view, a qualitative
probability. The larger is the set of assumptions, the weaker is a solution and,
thus, these assumptions represent qualitative uncertainty of the solution and
provide a way of ranking solutions in a qualitative way.
This leads to the following extension of the definition of recommendation.
Definition 4. Given a recommendation problem RP = 〈DM , OBS〉, where
OBS = 〈UF , CXT 〉, where UF is partitioned in the subsets UFA and UFC .
Let A be a set of literals denoting uncertain information which can appear
in the premises of the formulae in DM .
A set S of ground instances of predicates in R in conjunction with the as-
sumption of a set As of literals in A is a solution to RP if and only if
• DM ∪ S ∪ CXT ∪As |= UFA
• DM ∪ S ∪ CXT ∪As is consistent with UFC .
Thus As is the set of assumptions of uncertain knowledge that have to be made
in order to be in accordance with the observation. The smaller this set, the
more “certain” a solution is.
For example, let us assume that in our model the relation between the restau-
rant feature food(fast food) and the user’s preference personal style(informal)
is uncertain. This can be represented by replacing the formula
food(fast food)→ personal style(informal)
with the formula:
food(fast food) ∧ α→ personal style(informal)
where α is an atom representing uncertainty.
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Thus, adopting a strong definition of recommendation and given the follow-
ing observation:
UF = {
user 2 = {dietary requirements(no dietary requirements),
food prefereces(pizza), spending style(low spending),
personal style(informal), food aversions(fish),
ambient aversions(no ambient aversions), ...}
}
we can compute two solutions:
S1 = {restaurant B}
S2 = {restaurant C} under the set of assumptions As = {α}
This makes S1 preferable since it does not involve making any assumption on
uncertain knowledge.
4.3. Complexity and efficient algorithms
The above discussed formalizations have been used for providing complex-
ity analyses of the diagnostic problem solving task, which is not surprisingly
inherently intractable. More interestingly, a huge number of approaches and
algorithms for dealing with or controlling this complexity have been proposed.
The same algorithms could be adopted for designing knowledge-based rec-
ommenders. For example, some approaches exploit a truth maintenance system
[15], others exploit fault probabilities to guide the process [16] (in the case of rec-
ommendation, this approach would exploit probability estimates for the items to
be recommended); others are based on the pre-compilation of guiding heuristics
[12], and still others exploit OBDD [49]. All of them show that diagnoses can
be effectively computed and indeed the community established a competition
for the design of efficient diagnosers (see [19]).
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5. Recommendation as a process
The literature on diagnosis provides methodologies for characterising the
task as a process where candidate solutions are progressively refined and ranked.
The methodologies can be adapted to the recommendation task.
5.1. Discriminating among alternative solutions
A recommendation problem RP has typically more than one solution. Given
the set Sol of solutions, many criteria can be adopted to discriminate among
them. The approach proposed by deKleer in [16] can be adapted: given a
set of solutions, it can suggest which, among the yet unknown user preferences,
should be elicited to best discriminate among the solutions, either directly asking
users by means of a dialogue, as in conversational recommender systems [34], or
learning from user behaviour with the systems, or using preferences of similar
users. This approach can also exploit information about the cost/benefit of each
solution (e.g., in terms of risks and/or of repair action) or the cost of eliciting
data and information on a priori distribution of faults, if available (but these
are not necessary).
5.2. Ranking solutions
The recommendation process discussed in the previous subsection may close
without producing a single solution but rather a set of solutions that cannot be
further discriminated. At this point some criteria to rank the solutions should be
used in order to select the one (or ones) to be presented to the user. Also in this
case the literature in the area of model-based diagnosis can provide interesting
criteria and insights.
Structural criteria. A first group of criteria is based on structural properties of
the solutions which generate a partial ordering among the set Sol of solutions
(we introduce the symbol ≺ and the notation S1 ≺ S2 to represent that S1
precedes S2 in the ordering).
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• Subset minimality. A first criterion is to rank solutions according to the
relation among the sets of items involved in each solution. In detail, given
two solutions S1 and S2, we have that S1 ≺ S2 iff S1 ⊂ S2.
• Minimal cardinality. A second criterion is to rank solutions according to
their cardinality, i.e., the number of items they involve. In detail, given
two solutions S1 and S2, we have that S1 ≺ S2 iff ‖ S1 ‖<‖ S2 ‖
It is worth making a consideration at this point. In model-based diagnosis the
items in each solution represent faults and thus the solutions that involve a
minimal number (or a minimal cardinality) of faults should be preferred as the
simultaneous occurrence of multiple faults is usually not very common.
In the case of recommender systems the situation is not as clear and the
preference for minimality can be questioned or it can be domain and application
dependent. In fact, one may argue that a maximal (or maximal cardinality)
solution should be preferred as it involves a more specific recommendation with
respect to a minimal one (see also Section 6.5 on package recommendation).
For example, given the two following solutions:
S1 = {restaurant A, restaurant B}
S2 = {restaurant A, restaurant B, restaurant C}
according to the minimal cardinality criterion, S1 ≺ S2. S2 might be the best
option since it has a better recall. On the other hand, one may also argue that
minimal solutions are less constraining on users, giving them a perception of
more degrees of freedom and thus should be preferred. In the example, S2 can
be perceived as too challenging for users asking for some suggestions to spend
the night, so that they can prefer a lighter and more viable recommendation
like S1.
Our characterization is neutral with respect to the above criteria and the
designers may choose the most appropriate one for their domain and/or appli-
cation.
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Domain/application dependent criteria. Other more specific criteria, peculiar
to a domain or application or based on probabilistic/statistic considerations
can be adopted. For example, one may prefer solutions which involve specific
items or one may define partial ordering among items based on domain specific
considerations such as costs or other metric information (probability) associated
with the items (e.g., how often they have been appreciated in the past by the
user or by similar users or by the community of users in general).
Qualitative uncertainty. Finally, the approach discussed in section 4.2 provides
another way of ranking solutions, based on the set of assumptions that have to
be made in each one of the solutions. At a finer grain level also the assumption
literals could be ranked to express different levels of qualitative probabilities and
this can provide an even finer way of ranking the solutions, leading to choosing
those which involve a minimum amount of qualitative uncertainty.
6. A variety of approaches to recommendation
In this section, we analyze how our definition can naturally cope with some
variations of the recommendation problem from the literature (see Section 2).
6.1. “Basic” recommendation
Many recommenders exploit knowledge bases to compute single user - single
item recommendations (see Section 2). Depending on the inference strategy
being adopted, each approach can be mapped to one of the definitions in the
spectrum. For example, categorical inference with rules corresponds in most
cases to the strong definition of recommendation based on entailment, while
in the case of stereotypes and overlay models the definition being adopted de-
pends on the form of match between prototypes and user data, ranging from
weaker definitions (in case partial match is accepted) to stronger ones (in case




Context awareness (see Section 2.2.1) is included in definition 3 where each
solution must be in accordance with CXT .
6.3. Negative preferences based recommendation
The use of negative preferences (see Section 2.2.3) is covered quite naturally
by our general definition. Since in this case we aim at recommendations which
do not predict items that correspond to what the user does not like, this can
be easily dealt as follows: if user data include a negative preference p, then ¬p
must be added to UFC .
We can reformulate the definition of solution:
Definition 5. Given a recommendation problem RP = 〈DM , OBS〉, where
OBS = 〈UF , CXT 〉, where UF = 〈POS,NEG〉 distinguishes between positive
and negative user preferences. Let us consider a partitioning of POS in two
subsets UFA and UFC and let NEG− be the set of the negations of the negative
preferences in NEG. A set S of ground instances of predicates in R is a solution
to RP if and only if
• DM ∪ S ∪ CXT |= UFA
• DM ∪ S ∪ CXT is consistent with UFC ∪NEG−.
The second condition in the definition requires that the proposed solution
is consistent with the negation of the negative observation, i.e. that it does
not entail the negative observations. The rest is unchanged: thus, the definition
above is parametric and we have a spectrum of alternatives for recommendation
with negative preferences.
Let us take into account user 3, who loves informal restaurants, but cannot
stand places with extreme smells:
UF = {
user 3 = {dietary requirements(no dietary requirements),
food preferences(traditional), spending style(high spending),
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personal style(informal), food aversions(anchovies),
ambient aversions(extreme smells), ...}
}
Thus, we have:
NEG = {ambient feature(extreme smells)}
and thus:
NEG− = {¬ambient feature(extreme smells)}
If we did not consider negative preferences, and took into account the fact
that the target user likes informal restaurants, we would have two solutions
S1 = {restaurant B} and S2 = {restaurant C}. However, considering negative
preferences, only S1 is a solution according to definition 5.
6.4. Constraint-based recommendation
Constraints on user data (see Section 2.2.2) can be simply dealt with in
the same way as negative observations in the sense that a solution must satisfy
the further condition of being consistent with all the available constraints, i.e.,
it must not make predictions which violate each one of the constraints. For
example, there can be constraints related to context and user preferences: a
user that likes alcoholic drinks may not appreciate to have them in the morning.
This constraint can be formally expressed as follows:
¬(food preferences(alcoholics) ∧ time(morning)).
More generally, since constraints can be expressed in logical terms we can extend
the definition of the domain model to include the formulae representing this type
of knowledge. Thus all the definitions above can naturally deal with this type
of knowledge without any change.
6.5. Package and sequence recommendation
In our approach, given a recommendation problem RP , a package (see Sec-
tion 2.2.4) is generated with no need for further adjustments whenever there is a
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solution S ∈ Sol and ‖ S ‖> 1. Consistency and other constraints between the
items in each package are dealt with as any other constraints (see Section 6.4).
Typical examples of constraints can refer to package cardinality or to the total
“cost” of a certain solution (in a trip planning recommender, see e.g. [3], each
item can be associated to a cost in terms of price or time to visit, and the total
cost of a package can be understood as a budget or trip duration constraint).
Sequence recommendations can be generated in case recommended items have
temporal labels and temporal constraints are available (notice that our defini-
tion could be extended to this case, opening another correspondence with the
formalisation of temporal diagnosis and thus further interesting insights for the
recommendation task, see the section on dynamic systems in [27]).
Notice that, if the set R of candidate items can be partitioned into differ-
ent subsets R1, R2, . . . Rn that identify different types of items (for example,
“restaurants”, “hotels”, “events”), we may formulate a set of constraints on
package composition, requiring that a valid package is a set {r1, r2, . . . rn} where
r1 ∈ R1, r2 ∈ R2, . . . rn ∈ Rn, and no two items belong to the same subset.
6.6. Group recommendation
The formalization of group recommendations (see Section 2.2.5) varies ac-
cording to the chosen aggregation strategy. In the following, we will analyze a
couple of common approaches in order to show how they can be covered by our
definition.
• One solution fits for all users. A variant of plurality voting, this approach
aims at finding a solution which is in accordance with the preferences of all
users, provided that these preferences are not in contrast. A set of group
features and preferences GF can be built as the union of the features and
preferences UFs of individual users. The recommendation should then be
based on GF , replacing UF by GF in definition 3. An equivalent way to
determine the set of solutions is to determine the solutions for each user
independently and then merge them, for example intersecting them.
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In the context of our leading example, we will consider a group that con-
sists in users 2 and 3, with the following observations:
– For user 2: UFA2 = {dietary requirements(no dietary requirements),
food preferences(pizza), spending style(low spending),
personal style(informal) };
NEG−2 = {¬food preferences(fish)}
– For user 3: UFA3 = {dietary requirements(no dietary requirements),
food preferences(traditional), spending style(high spending),
personal style(informal) };
NEG−3 = {¬food preferences(anchovies),¬ambient preferences(extreme smells)}
Possible solutions for user 3 are Sols3 = {{restaurant A}, {restaurant B},
{restaurant C}}, while possible solutions for user 2 are Sols2 = {{restaurant B},
{restaurant C}}: therefore, a set of solutions for the whole group can be
determined as Sols2,3 = Sols2∩Sols3 = {{restaurant B}, {restaurant C}}.
• Least misery. This strategy can be formalized by adopting the approach
to compute recommendations with negative preferences using as negative
preferences the union of what all users dislike.
In this case the solution to group recommendation can be defined as the
intersection of individual recommendations with negative preferences.
As an example, let us now assume that a group consists in users 1 and 2,
with the following observations:
– For user 1: UFA1 = {dietary requirements(vegetarian), food preferences(ethnic),
spending style(high spending), personal style(informal) };
NEG−1 = {¬food preferences(onion)}
– For user 2: UFA2 = {dietary requirements(no dietary requirements),
food preferences(pizza), spending style(low spending),
personal style(informal) };
NEG−2 = {¬food preferences(fish)}
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Possible solutions for user 1 are Sols1 = {{restaurant A}, {restaurant B}},
while possible solutions for user 2 are Sols2 = {{restaurant B},
{restaurant C}}: therefore, a set of solutions for the whole group is
Sols1,2 = {{restaurant B}}, since other solutions implying a preference
for costly (restaurant A) or non-vegetarian (restaurant C) restaurants
would be unacceptable for either group member.
These approaches can be weakened in many ways. The set of users for which
the solution is computed can be reduced, looking for maximal (or maximal
cardinality or sets that are maximal according to some priority criteria) sets of
users whose preferences are consistent and for whom solutions can be computed.
Any of the definitions of solution to the recommendation problem for individuals
can be adopted.
In those cases where a solution that satisfies all the users in the group cannot
be found, it may be interesting to suggest also which is the “best group” for
each one of the identified solutions, thus generating “mixed” packages of groups
and items, similarly to [30].
7. Related work
While related work can be identified primarily in other problem solving tasks
where logic has been used for formalization purposes, in the following we will
also discuss other ways in which logic has been used so far in recommender
systems.
Logic-based problem solving formalizations. As pointed out in the introduction,
many problem solving tasks benefited from formal characterizations based on
some form of logic. This area of research dates back to the early days of artificial
intelligence, when tasks such as game playing and planning were characterized
in terms of logic (a very interesting and seminal discussion in favour of logical
foundations of problem solving can be found in [26]). Starting from the 80s’
the case of diagnosis has been paradigmatic and has opened several areas of
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investigation, as we have already extensively discussed. The parallel between
diagnosis and recommendation we established in this paper allows us to extend
all the results which were obtained thanks to these characterizations to the case
of knowledge-based recommendation.
Similar transpositions were made for other problem solving tasks. For exam-
ple, logical theories of configuration [20] were proposed relying on the consistency-
based approach to diagnosis. This led to significant results, including the design
of efficient commercial systems. Analogous considerations apply to system de-
sign [25], where definitions similar to those adopted for diagnosis characterize
solutions which are in accordance with models describing components to be as-
sembled and their relations and constraints. This correspondence also opened
new interesting trends of research and application in the areas of sensor placing
(during design) and design for diagnosability (i.e., the ability to design systems
that will be easily diagnosable and repairable/ re-configurable during opera-
tions).
The logical definition of diagnosis was also used to characterize a variety of
problems in software analysis, from early work on debugging logic programs [11],
or hardware design via hdl [24], to more recent work on diagnosis of software
requirements and diagnosis and self repair of web services [23].
From a different perspective, the adoption of formal frameworks has proved
to be beneficial in many areas of artificial intelligence. In particular, abduc-
tion provided a basis for a number of activities and gave rise to a number of
problem solving frameworks. Paradigmatic is the case of abductive logic pro-
gramming, which extends logic programming with abductive reasoning (see [17]
for an introduction and overview). It has been applied to a variety of prob-
lem solving tasks, including ontology management, scheduling, business process
management, learning and database analysis.
These considerations motivated us to analyse the recommendation task from
a logical perspective, trying to reformulate it in the same terms of the above-
mentioned tasks. This led to the results discussed in the previous sections
which represent, in our view, a starting point rather than a target. The short
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discussion in this section, in fact, shows that many other interesting issues and
results can be transposed to recommendation from other logical formalizations
of problem solving. We will return to this in the conclusion.
Characterizations of recommendation. Few other approaches have been pro-
posed in the literature to characterize recommender systems; they, however,
do not cover the variety of dimensions we considered. Felfernig et al. in [21]
proposed a characterization of recommender systems as constraint satisfaction
problems. Knowledge is represented as a set of constraints involving items to
be recommended, user preferences and features, contextual features. Given a
set of user and contextual data, computing a solution amounts to finding the
recommendation items for which the constraints are satisfied. This approach
can be easily mapped to our framework. In fact, constraints can be represented
as logical formulae, while constraint consistency and satisfaction can be mapped
to our logical definitions of solution.
Logic-based recommendations. Logic was also exploited by some recommender
systems to develop specific internal reasoning components, especially based on
fuzzy logic, which is useful to describe uncertainty in rating prediction [32, 37,
38, 7, 10]. However, these approaches differ from ours, in that we use logic as
a means to provide a conceptualisation for the recommendation problem and
to support the analysis and comparison of different systems, not to develop
reasoning modules.
8. Conclusions and discussions
This paper introduced a logical formalization for knowledge-based recom-
mender systems, singling out a spectrum of definitions of solution to a recom-
mendation problem. Such spectrum covers various approaches to recommenda-
tion and provides a principled way for comparing them, based on the semantics
of the recommendation process itself. It is important to notice that we do not
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aim at introducing yet another approach for solving the recommendation prob-
lem, but rather at providing a unifying view, a sort of meta level definition
which covers a wide range of existing approaches and which allows to analyse
some properties of the recommendation task at knowledge level. Since the here
adopted formalisation has been borrowed from the one we proposed for diag-
nostic problem solving, a significant result of this work is that all the literature
concerning the formal approaches to diagnosis can be mapped to recommen-
dation, providing both theoretical insights which extend those in this paper
in various directions and efficient approaches and strategies for implementing
problem solvers in accordance with the definition.
A major limitation of the formalization we proposed is that, being based on
logic, it does not cope with quantitative uncertainty. In the paper we discussed
how to deal with a qualitative form of uncertainty in the knowledge base, asso-
ciating a qualitative conditional probability to the relation between items to be
recommended and user preferences. This approach could be easily extended to
deal with multiple levels of qualitative uncertainty.
Quantitative extensions of the diagnostic framework adopted in this paper
have been proposed in the literature, starting from the seminal work of Pearl on
causation [40] and of Peng and Reggia on causal probabilistic abduction [41];
many approaches for probabilistic model based diagnosis have been proposed
based on Bayesian networks, see for example the work by Lucas on abductive
diagnosis [31] or the one by Darwiche et al. [35].
In the future we plan to extend our characterization to deal with some form
of quantitative uncertainty; in particular, we will investigate at least two op-
tions for extending our domain models and consequently the characterization
of solution: on the one hand, we will follow the trends above and represent the
relations in the model using Bayesian networks; on the other hand, we will also
consider the option of moving to fuzzy logic, following the approaches discussed
in the related work section. These extensions, however, are outside the scope of
this paper.
Another problem which is open for future research is the one concerning the
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validation of a knowledge base. Currently most of the approaches are based
on user testing where the results generated by the system are compared to
those provided by a sample of users. The logical formalization of recommenda-
tion could be the basis for a more theoretic approach to validation, exploiting
methodologies from model checking. This issue, however, is also outside the
scope of this paper.
Interestingly, the ability to describe and compare recommender systems from
a semantic point of view is also very relevant if we adopt a user-centric perspec-
tive. In fact, being able to characterize recommendations based on their meaning
makes them inherently more transparent and easier to explain, an issue which
has been gaining increasing relevance [48]. In addition, different definitions of
recommendation answer different user needs, and are therefore appropriate for
specific domains and applications. For example, in Section 6 we have shown
how variations of the recommendation problem can be dealt with by choosing
appropriate definitions in the spectrum, e.g., for dealing with what the user
dislikes (recommendation with negative preferences) or for dealing with pack-
age or group recommendation. From a broader perspective, let us consider the
issue of computer credibility and trust building. According to Fogg [22], one
of the contexts where computer credibility is relevant for interaction is when
computers give advice or provide instructions to their users, as is the case for
recommender systems. Credibility perceptions usually evolve over time: in par-
ticular, Kantowitz et al. [28] empirically confirmed the idea that computers
strengthen their credibility when they provide correct information, while they
lose their credibility otherwise. Fogg [22] found that small errors can have dis-
proportionately large effects on perceived credibility. From this perspective, the
choice of a definition of solution (see Section 4.1) can be reframed as the choice
of the type of error a recommender system is less unwilling to make - ideally,
the one which is less likely to affect its perceived credibility: either missing a
potentially useful solution (in the case of an abductive definition, if the model
is not complete), or providing a factually incorrect suggestion (in the case of a
consistency-based definition, if the model is complete).
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In conclusion, we can claim that not only does the formalization we pro-
posed provide a means to assess recommenders based on their use of the avail-
able knowledge and the semantics of the recommendation process itself, but it
also creates a bridge with problem solving tasks, which can be useful to foster
research and application in the area of knowledge-based recommendation.
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